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ABSTRACT 

Data Mining is a process of exploration and analysis of large quantity of data in order to uncover previously 

unknown patterns. At present data mining is highly used for processing and accessing large volumes of data. In 

this project, analysis of missing data has been implemented for identifying and replacing missing values using 

Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations (MICE). In MICE, the analysis of imputed data is made 

completely general, whereas the range of models under which pooling works is substantially extended. MICE 

adds new functionality for imputing multilevel data, automatic predictor selection, data handling, post-

processing imputed values, specialized pooling and model selection. MICE V2.0 is freely available from CRAN 

as R package mice. This paper provides a stepwise approach to using mice for solving incomplete data 

problems in real data. The Air Quality dataset which is available in R was used to address missing data 

problem by multiple imputation. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Data mining has made a great progress in recent year but the problem of missing data or value has remained 

great challenge for data mining. Missing data or value in a datasets can affect the performance of classifier 

which leads to difficulty of extracting useful information from datasets. It refers to extracting knowledge from 

large amounts of data. The data may be spatial data, multimedia data, time series data, text data and web data. It 

is the process of extraction of interesting, nontrivial, implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful 

patterns or knowledge from huge amounts of data. It is the set of activities used to find new, hidden or 

unexpected patterns in data or unusual patterns in data [1]. 

1.1 MISSING VALUES 

Missing values lead to the difficulty of extracting useful information from that data set [2]. Missing data are the 

absence of data items that hide some information that may be important [1]. 

Type of missing data 

There is different type of missing value: 
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MCAR 

The term “Missing Completely at Random” refers to data where the missingness mechanism does not depend on 

the variable of interest, or any other variable, which is observed in the dataset. [3]. MCAR is the prospect of a 

record possessing a missing value of the attribute but it does not depends on the missing data or the observed 

data [4]. 

MAR 

 Sometimes data might not be missing at random but may be termed as “Missing at Random”. We can consider 

an entry Xi as missing at random if the data meets the requirement that missingness should not depend on the 

value of Xi after controlling for another variable. [4]. MAR is to be a condition in which the probability that data 

are missing depends only on the observed data but on the missing data, after controlling for observed data. 

NAMR 

If the data is not missing at random or informatively missing then it is termed as “Not missing at Random”. 

Such a situation occurs when the missingness mechanism depends on the actual value of missing data. [4]. 

NMAR is the probability of a record containing missing value of field that depends on the value of attire [2]. 

 

1.2 Methods of Imputation 

The process of replacing attributed values from the available data is known as Imputation. There are some imputation 

techniques from various experiments are done to choose the best one to handle missing value in a data set. Here 

are some approaches that have been empirically assessed to find the missing values [12].  

• Treating missing attribute as special value: - This is totally different approach. Instead of finding some new 

value, the missing value is considered itself a special value for the instance that containing missing value.  

• Closest fit:- This method based on replacing a missing attribute value with an existing attribute from the other 

case of the same attribute that resembles as much as possible the case with missing attribute values.  

• K-nearest neighbor: - This method finds the K-nearest neighbors, and among all neighbors the most 

common value is considered for nominal attributes.  

• Weighted imputation with K-nearest neighbor: - In this the distance of each missing value instances from 

its neighbors is calculated. Here, the distance used for calculating weight. Missing values are calculated by 

weighted mean for numerical attributes.  

• K-means clustering imputation: - This method is similar to "K-Nearest Neighbor" the instances are 

clustered by using K-means clustering. And the instances in each cluster are considered nearest neighbors of 

each other.  

• Fuzzy k-means clustering imputation: - This method is better than K means imputation. Here the data 

object can be a part of more than one cluster centre. It is best method for overlapping data. In this unreformed 

attributes for every - uncompleted data are substituted. Missing values are calculated by weighted sum of all 

entroids on the basis of membership degrees.  

• Support vector machines imputation: - This method is efficient in memory consumption and large 

dimensional spaces. This model is used to predict missing attributes from the complete instances which do not 

have missing values. Here the condition attributes and decision attributes are considered.  
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• Local least squares imputation: - This fits a least squares model between the instances and known part of 

the record with missing values.  

• Regression Imputation: - In this method the missing values are first observed and the predicted values are 

used for handling the missing values  

• Hot-Deck Imputation: - This is a traditional method failed to give a complete simulation associated with the 

missing data. In this type of method each missing value is replaced with an observed response from a similar 

unit.  

• Missing Data Using Neural Networks-. A neural network which is an information processing paradigms 

that is inspired by the biological neural nervous system it consist of four parts- processing units having a 

certain activation level at any point in time. The activation of one unit leads to the input for another which is 

resolved by weighted interconnections between different processing units. It works on an activation rule and a 

learning rule which specified how the weights are adjusted for a given input/output pair. They have the ability 

to analyze meaning from complicated data and also used to extract patterns.  

 

1.3 MICE (Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations) in R 

Before a formal data analysis can be done it is important to know the details of the data set like variables 

included, missing values etc. Data comes in a form that is not easy to analyze it needs to be clean and checked 

for consistency. 

R is a programming language which includes many functions for data analytics. Also R provides graphical 

facilities for data analysis and reporting. As such the proposed system makes use of R studio at the back end. 

The various packages and functionalities available in R have been used for predicting missing values, 

imputation of missing values and visualization of the imputed data set. 

Features of MICE: 

R package MICE 2.9 for multiple imputations is used for generating multiple imputations, analyzing imputed 

data and for pooling analysis results.  

The specific features are as follows: 

1) Column wise specification of imputation model. 

2) Arbitrary patterns of missing data. 

3) Passive imputation. 

4) Subset selection of predictors. 

5) Suppose of arbitrary complete-data methods. 

6) Support pooling various types of statistics. 

7) Diagnostics of Imputations. 

8) Callable uses-written imputation functions. 

Package MICE have a simple architecture, are highly modular and allow easy access to all program code 

with in R environment. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

A number of studies related to data processing of missing value in a dataset have been carried out. The analysis 

and extraction of new patterns which are error free, complete with correct labels from available real world 

dataset is difficult.  Imputation is the process of estimating or deriving values for fields where data is missing 

[5]. 

D.T. Larose and C.D. Larose have examined the methods for imputing missing values for continues and 

categorical variables [6]. 

Statistical reconstruction of incomplete datasets using multiple linear regressions to predict missing values was 

proposed by Shelke, M.B. et. Al [6], using weka tool. 

Multiple imputations is the method of choice for complex incomplete data problems. There are two general 

approaches for imputing multivariate data. 

1) Joint modeling (JM) by SCHAFER [7] 

2) Fully conditional specification (FCS) also known as multivariate imputation by chained equations (MICE) 

[9, 10] 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Missing data is quite common in real world. When dealing with data set having missing values one way to 

perform analysis is by discarding observation with any missing values. But it can lead to biast estimate, errors 

and incorrect results another way to deal with missing data is by imputing all missing values before analysis. 

The goal of this paper is to show how to handle missing values using Multivariate Imputation by Chained 

Equations (MICE) implemented in R. The proposed approach of analysis of missing data and imputation on Air 

Quality data using MICE is as follows. 

Step-1: Load the Air Quality data set into R. 

Step-2: Predict missing values. 

Step-3: Impute missing values. 

Step-4: Now generate the filled data set. 

Step-5: Visualize the imputed data set. 

 

3.1 Implementation Procedure 

Step-1: A simple imputation such as imputing the mean is performed for every missing value in the data set.                                                                         

Step-2: These mean imputations are set back to missing. 

Step-3: The observed values in step 2 are regressed on the other variables in the imputation model. 

Step-4: The missing values are then replaced with imputations from the regression model. 

Step-5: Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 for each variables that have missing data. 

Step-6: Repeat steps 2, 3, 4 for a number of user’s specified cycles with the imputation being updated and at 

each cycle. 

Step-7: Retain final imputation which results in one imputed data set. 
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3.1.1 Flowchart for the Proposed System 

 

 3.2. PMM (Predictive Mean Matching Method) 

The predictive mean matching method is also an imputation method available for continuous variables. It is 

similar to the regression method except that for each missing value, it imputes a value randomly from a set of 

observed values whose predicted values are the closest to predicted value for the missing value from the 

simulated regression model. 

Predictive Mean Matching Method Procedure 

Begin 

Step-1: Read the dataset  

Step-2: Calculate variance 

Step-3: Calculate regression coefficients 

Step-4: For each missing value, a predicted value  to be calculated 

Step-5: Compute the covariate values 

Step-6: Generate predicted values  
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Step-7: Missing values is the replaced by a predicted value 

Step-8: Generate reconstructed and completed data 

End 

 

3.3 Linear Regression Models 

The linear regression models are used to find the missing values and impute the missing values in the Air 

Quality data set. Estimating linear models is easy to predict.  

 

3.4 Special box plot  

Like the previous methods, the well-known boxplot method is also altered to display information about 

imputed values. The plot consists of three boxplots: First, a normal boxplot of the variable of interest is 

produced. Second, two boxplots are drawn, which are grouped by observed and imputed values in the 

additional variables and the values of them in the variable of interest. Additionally, the frequencies of 

observed and imputed values will be given for each boxplot. 

A lot of information can be retrieved from this graphic. It gives a good overview about the distribution of 

the variable of interest. Also, outliers can be identified easily. Furthermore, by grouping between 

observed and imputed values, it can be analyzed.  

 

IV. RESULTS 

 

Fig4.1. Handling missing data 

 

Fig4. 2: Summary of the data 
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#Ozone is missing almost 25% of the data points 

 

Fig4.3. Installing MICE 

 104 samples are complete,  

 34 samples miss only the Ozone measurement,  

 4 samples miss only the Solar.R value. 

 3 samples miss only the Wind value. 

 3 samples miss only the Temp value and so  

 on

                                              

                                                           Fig 7.8. Box Plot 

Almost 70% of the samples are not missing any information, 22% are missing the Ozone value, and the 

remaining ones show other missing patterns. 

# The red box plot on the left shows the distribution of Solar. R with Ozone missing  

#while the blue box plot shows the distribution of the remaining data points.  

#Likewise for the Ozone box plots at the bottom of the graph. 
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                                                            Fig 7.14(a): Scatter plot 

 

                                                           Fig 7.15(a)    Density plot 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, Analysis of missing data using MICE (Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations) in R has 

been implemented and also compared with linear regression model. This method helps in reconstructing 

incomplete data set and produces a complete data set. Although the MICE approach is a good method for 

addressing missing data it has some limitations while applying data mining techniques with it. For example, 

clustering is not always automatically incorporated by MICE in R. 

In Future, MICE (Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations) can be applied to impute data with data 

mining techniques like clustering to better understand and address the limitations of MICE approach in R 

environment for data analysis.  
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